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I

Ten ideas to transform instruction in reading and
heighten literacy for all students are offered in this
booklet. The principles and ideas presented are inter-
related and build one upon the other. These ideas,
some of which are already being used in classrooms
across the country, are based on solid research find-
ings and practical experience. They represent move-
ment away from well-known reading instruction
practices that have endured for half a century. The
changes in practice are largely due to dramatic gains
in knowledge over the last two decades. Research has
provided new information about basic cognitive and
instructional processes, particularly those involved in
reading comprehension.

According to Robinson, Farone, Hittlelman, and
Unruh (1990), instructional practices in reading com-
prehension have shifted over the last century

from using oral reading to help get meaning- from text
to using silent reading to aid comprehension;

from using worksheets, workbooks, and reading kits to
direct student comprehension to teaching reading
strategies that aid students in guiding their own com-
prehension;

from asking "what" questions (e.g., those that provide
practice finding the Main idea) to asking "how" and
"why" questions (e.g. those that teach how to make
inferences while reading);

from teaching subskills (e.g., identifying a story
sequence) to teaching comprehension strategies that
include these subskills (e.g., summarizing);

from providing little direct teaching to increasing the
amount of direct teaching that is specific (e.g., strate-
gy instruction), followed by supervised independent
practice.

This shift reflects an evolving view of reading that is
now considered to be a strategic process through which
readers construct meaning by interacting with text. That
is, readers use clues in the text and their own prior

knowledge to assign meaning to what they read.
Furthermore, interactions among the teachers, the
student, the text, the purposes for reading, and the
context within which "literacy events" (activities that
include reading, writing, discussions, journal writing)
occur all come into play in the construction of mean-
ing and the acquisition of reading strategies.

Finally, the shift among practices in reading compre-
hension instruction is toward metacognition. (under-
standing one's own thinking and using that
knowledge to solve problems) and helping students
develop tools with which to direct their own learn-
ing. Moreover, this shift reflects recognition of the
significant role teachers play in students' advance-
ment along the continuum of literacy development.
These and related topics are discussed in the pages
that follow.

Ten Proven Principles for Teaching Reading is addressed
to teacherskey agents who ensure that each child
enters the pathway to becoming a literate adult, and
who guide students in their ascending journey every
step of the way. This publication may he shared with
school administrators, policy makers, and parents
who hold the common vision of heightened literacy
for all children. Working with teachers, these individ-
uals can help provide the vital support needed to
transform literacy instruction in classrooms. Together,
they can ensure that every child becomes an able
reader and a critical thinker who is well prepared to
embark upon a lifetime of learning.

This edition is an updated version of State of the Art:
Transforming Ideas for Teaching and Learning to Read,
which was written and produced by the U.S.
Department of Education in November 1993.

Anne P. Sweet
U.S. Department of Education

Barbara A. Kapinus
National Education Association
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The meaning constructed from
the same text can vary greatly
among people because of differ-
ences in the knowledge they
possess. Sometimes people do
not have enough knowledge
to understand a text, or
they may have
knowledge that they
do not use fully.
Variations in interpreta-
tion often arise because
people have different con-
ceptions about the topic than
the author supposed.

(Anderson, Hiebert, Scott,
and Wilkinson 1985, p. 10)

Children, when reading, construct
their own meaning.

Reading is comprehend-
ing, that is, the con-
struction of meaning.
Readers construct
meaning by interact-

ing with the text (Pearson,
Roehler, Dole, and Duffy 1990) on
the basis of their existing or prior
knowledge about the world
(Rumelhart 1980). The impor-
tance of prior knowledge in read-

ing has been. demonstrated
through research based on
schema theory (Anderson and
Pearson 1.984). According to
schema theory, readers under-
stand what they read only as it
relates to what they already know.
That is, their existing knowledge
about a particular topic influences
the extent to which they under-
stand. what they read about that
topic. Because text is not fully
explicit, readers must draw from
their existing knowledge in order
to understand it.

Prior knowledge should be looked
at in two ways by the teacher
when developing lessons: first, as
overall prior knowledge, and sec-
ond, as specific prior knowledge.
Overall prior knowledge is the
sum total of learning that stu-
dents have acquired as a result of
their cumulative experiences both
in and out of school. Specific
prior knowledge is the particular
information a student needs in
order to understand text that
deals with a certain topic. Specific
prior knowledge is of two types:
(1) text-specific knowledge, Which

calls for understanding about the
type of text (for example, a story
has a beginning, a middle, and an
end) and (2) topic-specific knowl-
edge, which entails understanding
something about the the topic
(for example, knowing about
dinosaurs before reading a book
on prehistoric animals).

Overall prior knowledge is
expanded continually by a variety
of means that include extensive
reading and writing. The more
students read and write, the more
their prior knowledge grows,
which, in turn, strengthens their
ability to construct meaning as
they read. Teachers must not only
recognize that independent read-
ing and writing activities are cru-
cial. for expanding students' prior
knowledge, they must also sys-
tematically include such activities
in their literacy program. In addi-
tion, both text-specific and topic-
specific prior knowledge play an
important role in. helping stu-
dents construct meaning (Paris,
Wasik, and Turner 1991).
Activating only students' topical
prior knowledge without helping
them to consider the actual struc-
ture of the text does not improve
their meaning-making abilities
(Beck, Omanson., and McKeown
1.982). Conversely, teachers can
effectively improve these abilities
when they activate all levels of
students' prior knowledge appro-
priately.

Ten Proven Principles for Teaching Reading 5
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Our [National Reading Research
Center's] overarching goal is to
study how to cultivate highly
engaged, self-determining read-
ers who are the architects of their
own learning. A unifying theme
running throughout our research
is that students will
acquire the competencies
and motivations
to read for diverse
aesthetic and aca-
demic purposes, such
as gaining knowl-
edge, interpreting an
author's perspective, escaping
into the literary world, perform-
ing a task, sharing reactions to
stories and informational texts, or
taking social and political action
in response to what is read.

(Alvermann and Guthrie 1993, p. 135)

Effective reading instruction
can develop engaged readers

who are knowledgeable, strategic,
motivated, and socially interactive.

Until recently, reading
instruction focused
almost exclusively
on cognitive
aspectsfor exam-

ple, the mechanics of reading.
However, teaching students to
become literate involves much.
more. Literacy depends on a myri-
ad of factors related to the context
of literacy activities (e.g., the kind
of social interaction that takes
place during a reading group dis-
cussion) and the child's personal
attributes, including cognitive
development. An engaged reader
(1) uses prior knowledge to gain
information from new material; (2)
uses a variety of skills in a strategic
way to gain information indepen-
dently; (3) is internally motivated
to read for information and for
pleasure; and (4) interacts socially
to make gains in literacy develop-
ment.

The context of literacy instruction
and personal attributes in addition
to cognitive development influ-
ence children's reading success in
profound ways. Therefore, when
planning instruction, teachers
must make provisions in daily
lessons for factors such as students'
motivation to read. For example,
choosing to read is an important
ingredient of engaged reading.
Allowing students to choose read-
ing material of interest to them is a
powerful motivator that fosters
independent reading habits.
Effective teachers make use of this

knowledge on a regular basis in
their planning and teaching.

Engaged reading, wherein students
construct their own knowledge, is
a form of engaged learning. (Sweet,
Guthrie, Ng .1998). Engaged
reading goes beyond readers' inter-
action with text. It is a means by
which one becomes a member of a
community of readers and society
at large. To be engaged readers, stu-
dents must recognize the value of
reading and their own potential as
readers and learners. Teachers can
help students develop this recogni-
tion by providing them with
access to multiple sources of read-
ing and resources for learning.

Engaged reading develops in litera-
cy classrooms where self-assess-
ment and mutual assessment are
as routine as they are in everyday
life. These assessments, which pro-
mote engaged reading, take a vari-
ety of forms, including: the
constant, strategic monitoring of
one's progress while reading (i.e.,
metacognition); the comparing of
One's opinions and reactions to
what one has read with those of
others; and the monitoring of
other people's reactions to one's
own constructions of meaning.
When such processes occur regu-
larly, during literacy instruction.,
assessment and literacy learning
become intertwined, such that
learning is supported at the same
time that it is assessed.

6 Ten Proven Principles for Teaching Reading
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Children's awareness of the
phonemic structure of spoken
words is an extremely strong
predictor of their success in
learning to read. Because
useful knowledge of
spelling-sound
correspondences
depends on such
phonemic awareness,
children who fail to
acquire it are severely handi-
capped in their ability to master
print.

(Adams 1990, p. 412)

Phonemic awareness, a precursor to
competency in identifying words,

is one of the best predictors of later
success in reading.

phonor ic awareness
discerning that spo-
ken language is
composed of
phonemesis an

important predictor of success
in learning to read Ouel 1988). It
involves a child's ability to hear
the sounds in a word and to dis-
tinguish between words based
on the different sounds.
Phonemic awareness helps chil-
dren learn the letter-sound cor-
respondences needed to read
and spell words. Studies (Bail
and Blachman 1991; Lundberg,
Frost, and Petersen 1988) have
shown that phonemic aware-
ness training improves chil-
dren's ability to read and spell.
Unless word identification is
effortless and automatic, the
reader cannot devote attention
to constructing meaning while
reading.

Phonicsinstruction in the rela-
tionship between. letters and
soundscan help children attain
automatic, visual recognition of
spelling patterns within words for
word recognition. Efficient recog-
nition of spelling patterns, in
turn, depends on accurate and
automatic recognition of individ-
ual letters. Studies of young chil-
dren show that the most
important precursor to success in
learning to read is rapid recogni-

Ten Proven Principles for Teaching Reading

tion of the letters of the alphabet.
Studies also show that the effi-
cient use of sound patterns in
speech depends on the awareness
of phonemes in spoken language.
This awareness relates strongly to
success in beginning reading.
Many children develop these pre-
requisites without formal instruc-
tion. This is likely due both to the
frequency and quality of early
experiences these children have
with oral language and to the
amount of exposure they have to
print before entering school.

Effective beginning reading
instruction contains a balance of
activities designed to improve
word recognition, including
phonics instruction and reading
meaningful text. Writing and
spelling activities are also part of
effective reading instruction
because they affect overall reading
ability in a positive way.
Encouraging children to make
invented spellings (to spell word
as they sound) helps develop
phonemic awareness as well as
increase knowledge of spelling
patterns (Clarke 1988). Effective
teachers interweave these activi-
ties within their instruction.

8 BEST COPY AVAIL LE
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Strategies for approaching differ-
ent types of reading have differ-
ent types of purposes. We will
not leave our students to discov-
er these strategies on their own.
because most of them won't.
Rather, we will
forthrightly show them. For
example, you can
eJ fectively
model out loud
for students the
way to determine
the main idea or
most important point of
a text. We also model reading
itself not only during read-
alouds with the children, but
also by reading ourselves during
Sustained Silent Reading (SSR)
time Just as with sustained
writing time, sustained silent
reading is a time during which
everyone is involved, including
you.

(Templeton 1991, p. 272)

Modeling is an important
form of classroom support

for literacy learning.

In the literacy classroom
learning is a constructive,
interactive process. As chil-
dren develop literacy skills,
they need careful guidance

and support within their reacting,
writing, listening, and speaking
experiences during instruction.
Support in this context is some-
times referred to as "scaffolding."
Teacher modeling, a form of scaf-
folding, is a way of showing stu-
dents how to approach a task
such as finding the main idea of
a story.

There are two types of modeling:
implicit and explicit (Roehler and
Duffy 1991). implicit modeling
occurs as part of the literacy expe-
riencefor example, reading a
fable aloud to children while also
engaging them in the meaning of
story and conveying a purpose of
reacting. Explicit modeling entails
demonstrating to students how to
approach a tasksuch as how to
use a table of contents.

Two types of explicit modeling
are talk - clouds and think-alouds.
In a talk-aloud activity, the teach-
es gives students a series of steps
they must follow to complete a
task and then asks questions to
guide students through the task
from beginning to end. In a
think-aloud activity, the teacher
shares with students the thinking
process one must go through to
approach a task and complete it.

On the one hand, in the talk-
aloud method, the teacher's
emphasis is on the procedural
steps used to complete a task like
finding the main idea. On the
other hand, in the think-aloud
approach, the teacher's emphasis
is on the actual thinking process
that he or she goes through in
approaching and carrying out a
cognitive task like inferring a
main idea.

Both forms of modeling, implicit
and explicit, have a place in the
well-balanced literacy program.
They are designed to show stu-
dents strategies they can use on
their own to gain an understand-
ing of new material. It is critical,
however, that modeling be seated
within a whole set of related liter-
acy activities; otherwise it is mere-
ly teaching isolated skills.
Ensuring that modeling practices
take place within an appropriate
instructional context requires con-
tinuous vigilance from the
teacher.

8 Ten Proven Principles for Teaching Reading
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I define shared reading as any
rewarding reading situation in
which a learneror group 01
learners sees the text, observes
an expert (usually the teacher)
reading it with fluency and
expression, and is invited to read
along. The learner is in the
role of receiving support, and
the teacher-expert accepts
and encourages all
efforts and approxi-
mations the learner
(the novice) makes.
Each reading situation
is a relaxed, social one, with
emphasis on enjoyment and
appreciation of the stories, songs,
rhymes, chants, raps, and poems.
The literature is carefully chosen
for its high quality of language
and illustrations and often
includes rereadings of favorite sto-
ries and poems. Following shared
reading, students have opportuni-
ties to reread the literature inde-
pendently.

(Routman 1991, p. 33)

Storybook reading, done in the
context of sharing experiences, ideas,

and opinions, is a highly demanding
mental activity for children.

Storybook reading is
most effective for
developing children's
ability to understand
stories when it

involves far more than reading
aloud the words of an author
(Peale and Sulzby 1987; Morrow
.1.988). Readers construct meaning
about what they read using their
background or prior knowledge.
Moreover, readers construct
meaning as they interact with
peers and adults in discussing sto-
ries (ett-Simpson 1.989). Similarly,
the discussion among readers and
listeners that occurs in response
to shared text is an. important part
of the story-time experience.
Using interactive strategies such
as story-based discussions along
with storybook reading helps chil-
dren construct meaning and
understand stories that are read to
them.

Research indicates that it is impor-
tant to provide children daily
with positive experiences involv-
ing stories and other literature
(Morrow, O'Connor, and Smith
1990). Opportunities for such
experiences include reading and
retelling stories, discussing stories
critically, role-playing, responding
to stories both orally and in writ-
ing or through expressive art (e.g.,
drawing), and sharing books with
peers. Children support one
another in their efforts to under-
stand and reflect on stories (Eeds

and Wells 1989). When children
participate in one-to-one read-
aloud events, the quality and
complexity of their responses
increase. Also, when children
have repeated experiences with
stories, their interpretive respons-
es become more varied and more
complex.

Children's stories, both oral and
written, have been the subject of
important research on the devel-
opment of children's ability to
construct coherent text. As chil-
dren hear stories told arid read,
they learn the structure as well as
the linguistic features of stories or
narrative text (Cox and Sulzby
1984). Children often display this
knowledge by "talking like a
book" when they pretend to read
their favorite stories (Pappas and
Brown 1987). There is ample
research evidence to show that
teachers who read aloud to chil-
dren foster their ability to deal
effectively with narrative text (i.e.,
stories). Children are engaging in
their most intellectually demand-
ing work when they share ideas
and opinions about stories, and
share experiences related to stories
read or told to them (Dyson.
1987).

Ten Proven Principles for Teaching Reading 9
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Responding to literature helps students
to construct their own meaning,

which may not always be the same
for all readers.

Classrooms where responses to
literature thrive seem to be char-
acterized by teachers' valuing of
responses as the crux of lit-
eracy growth. Valuing of
response in the class-
room is evident
when teachers
(a) provide oppor-
tunities for response,
(b) provide response
models. and (c)
receive children's responses (in
all their diversity).

(Martinez and Roser 1991, p. 652)

Responding is a natu-
ral. part of the read-
ing process. When
students read a piece
of literature they

respond to it by using their prior
knowledge to construct meaning.
That is, their transaction with the
text results in the construction of
their own personal meaning
(Rosenblatt 1938/1976; 1991).
Responding helps students devel-
op their metacognitive skills,
which are important to construct-
ing meaning (Palincar and Brown
1986). Students develop these self-
monitoring skills by being
encouraged continuously to think
about and respond to what they
read and write.

Reading information text is differ-
ent from reading literature such as
fiction or poetry. One reads infor-
mational material to find factual
information that serves a specific
purpose. With fiction or poetry,
the reader's aim is primarily aes-
theticfor example, to become
engrossed by an intriguing plot or
clutched by an emotion-evoking
description of nature. Teachers
honor the difference between
informational text and literature
when they allow students to read
a selection of fiction or poetry
without asking them to find facts.
Permitting students to read fiction.
and poetry aesthetically enhances
the goal of providing children
with pleasurable experiences with
literature (DeGroff and Galda 1992).

Teachers expect students to give
commonly accepted responses as
well as more personal responses
that differ from student to stu-
dent for any given piece of litera-
ture. And within the bounds of
commonly accepted responses,
there are often a variety of inter-
pretations. Teachers must be pre-
pared to expect, respect, and
accept a variety of student
responses and to accommodate
them within their literacy instruc-
tion. Students' personal responses
can be expressed through a vari-
ety of means such as oral discus-
sion, debate, role playing, and
graphic illustration. Encouraging
students' personal responses to lit-
erature improves their ability to
construct meaning (Galda 1983;
Eeds and Wells 1989). Over time,
students develop more and more
complex responses to literature
that help them become better at
understanding, thinking about,
and critiquing what they read.

Children who are schooled in
response-centered classrooms
where their responses to literature
are valued develop a sense of
ownership, pride, and respect
with regard to learning (Hansen
1987). Out of this shared value of
learning comes a sense of com-
munity, Which in turn bolsters
everyone's' effortsthose of stu-
dents and teachers alike.

10 Ten Proven Principles for Teaching Reading
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Children who engage in daily discussions
about what they read

are more likely to become
critical readers and learners.

I, too, have learned many things
about talk from my work in the
classroom and from examining
the talk of students. This
research has informed my prac-
tice; I can never again hold a
monopoly on talk in the class-
room as did the teachers of my
educational experience. My
voice is one among the
many teachers.
many students,
many learners in the
room. We are creating
a new legacy, one of
voice, empowerment, and
interaction. Through our talk, we
get together, get along, and get
to the business of teaching and
lea: ning.

(Cintorino 1993, p. 32)

Classroom discussion is
vital to student learn-
ing. Research shows
that students' verbal
exchanges about con-

tent improve learning and
increase their level of thinking
(Marzano 1991). The social nature
of learning implies that, because
each context is different, partici-
pants must always evaluate what.
to say, when and how, consider
options, and make choices.

Learning rests on taking these
actions. (Hansen and Graves
1991).

Using discussion to connect litera-
ture and other texts with a variety
of experiences and the prior
knowledge of the reader maxi-
mizes students' learning, given
that they critically discuss topics
worth talking about. This interac-
tive approach is based on the
knowledge that, on the one hand,
simply acquiring information like
names and dates does not
amount to significant learning.
On the other hand, discussion
among students, at any age, in
which they hear different points
of view and collaborate to solve
problems, serves as a catalyst for
the development of logical rea-
soning skills.

Traditionally, discussion in class-
rooms has not be common. As
students advance through the
grades, opportunities for discus-
sion in the classroom appear to
decrease. This situation has been

so prevalent that in her study of
secondary English classes,
Alvermann (1986) called discus-
sion the "forgotten language art."
Nevertheless, when students are
given opportunities to talk and
listen, they can and do converse
in productive ways to learn in all
areas of the curriculum (Berrill.
1988). Questions, rethinking, and
refined understandings result
when students discuss their
understandings of themes or con-
cepts that appear in text (Langer
1991; 1992).

Given the importance of discus-
sion for effective learning, effec-
tive teaching involves providing
students with ample opportunities
to engage in daily discussions
with one another. Small group
and peer-to-peer interaction are
valuable in promoting academic
and social learning. Children who
rely on each other for help learn
more than children who work
alone (Cazden 1988). instruction
can be organized in a variety of
ways to facilitate discussion. One
way is to form a cooperative
learning group of students with
varying abilities to read, discuss,
or respond to a piece of text.
Another way is to pair students
with a "buddy" to interact and
problem solve. The more students
work in groups or pairs, the more
productive their discussions will
become, especially as their social
skills become more refined.

Ten Proven Principles for Teaching Reading 11
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One of the hallmarks of education
and literacy is the ability to read
thoughtfully and flexibly.
The development of strate-
gic leading is a lifelong
endeavor that is
supported by par-
ents. peers. and teach-
ers who instill
enthusiasm, knowl-
edge, and confidence in students.
As students learn to regulate their
own reading and to use strategies
for (HI ferent purposes, they
become independent learners
who read with confidence and
enjoyment. Thus. strategic read-
ing contributes directly to lifelong
education and personal satisfac-
tion.

(Paris, Wasik, and Turner 1991, p. 635)

Expert readers have strategies
that they use to construct meaning

before, during, and after reading.

As students become
proficient readers,
they develop a set of
plans or strategies
for solving problems

they encounter in their reading
experiences. Much research has
been conducted to identify these
strategies (Baker and Brown

1984; Pressley, Johnson, Symons,
McGoldrick, and Kurita 1989).
Although much remains to be
done in this area of literacy
research, at least five important
strategies have been identified as
critical to learning and therefore
should be taught in a good litera-
cy program (Cooper 1993). These
strategies include: inferencing,
identifying important informa-
tion, monitoring, summarizing,
and question generating.

lnferencing is the process of
reaching conclusions based on
information within the text and is
the cornerstone of constructing
meaning. Inferencing includes
making predictions using prior
knowledge combined with infor-
mation available from text.
Identifying important informa-
tion is the process of finding criti-
cal facts and details in narrative
(e.g., stories) or expository (e.g.,
informational) text. The task of
identifying important informa-
tion in narrative text differs from
that of identifying important
information in expository text
because the structures of the text
are different. However, students
can be taught strategies for

approaching each type of text.
Monitoring is a metacognitive or
self-awareness process that expert
constructors of meaning use to
help themselves overcome prob-
lems as they read. For example,
when good readers have difficulty
understanding a paragraph, they
become aware of the problem and
stop immediately to "fix" it by
employing a strategy such as
rereading. Summarizing is a pro-
cess that involves pulling together
important information gathered
from a long passage of text.
Question generating involves
readers asking themselves ques-
tions they want answered from
reading that require them to inte-
grate information while they read.

These five strategies for construct-
ing meaning are based on sub-
stantial research. Many studies in
whiCh nonexpert readers were
trained to use these strategies
have shown very promising
results (Palincar and Brown 1984;
Baumann 1984; Rinehart, Stahl,
and Erickson 1986; Pressley,
Gaskins, Wile, Cunicelli, and
Sheridan 1991; Pressley, Schuder,
and Bergman 1992). Effective
teachers incorporate these strate-
gies into their ongoing literacy
instruction. When. modeling these
strategies, they treat them as a set
of devices for constructing mean-
ing before, during, and after react-
ing instead of as isolated activities.
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Children's reading and writing abilities
develop together.

Historical and cross-cultural evi-
dence suggests that literacy in a
society might entail reading and
writing as separate or related
entities (Clifford 1989). We
believe strongly that in our
society, at this point in
history. reading
and writing, to be
understood and
appreciated fully,
should be viewed
together, learned
together, and used together.

(Tierney and Shannahan 1991, p. 275)

Both reading and writ-
ing are constructive
processes (Pearson. and
Tierney 1984). A simi-
lar, if not the same,

level of intellectual activity under-
lies both reading and writing:
interactions between the
reader/writer and text lead to new
knowledge and interpretations of
text (Langer 1986; Martin .1987).

Just as thoughtful readers read
for a specific purpose by activat-

ing prior knowledge about the
topic at hand, writers activate
prior knowledge that relates to
the topic and have a purpose for
writingto impart meaning to a
reader.

While reading, readers reread and
modify meaning accordingly.
While writing, writers think about
the topic and the more they
think, the better developed their
writing becomes. They also think
about what they have written,
reread it, and make revisions to
improve it. Lastly, readers finalize
the meaning they have construct-
ed so far. Writers do likewise: they
settle on their final composition.

The process of reading and writ-
ing not only unfold in similar
ways, but they also tend to be
used together. This is natural
because in everyday life reading
and writing frequently occur
together. For example, a person
receives a lettervia the postal
service or electronic mailreads
it, then answers it in writing, per-

hips rereading portions of the let-
ter while constructing the
response. Moreover, learning
about reading and writing takes
place in a social context that con-
tains written language and where
people use and talk about written
language.

When reading and writing are
taught together the benefits are
greater than when they are taught
separately. Research (Tierney and
Shannahan 1991) has begun to
show that writing leads to
improved reading achievement,
reading leads to better writing per-
formance, and combined instruc-
tion leads to improvements in
both areas. Moreover, research
(McGinley and Tierney 1989) has
shown that engaging learners in
the greater variety of experiences
provided when. reading and writ-
ing instruction are combined
leads to a higher level of thinking
than when either process is
taught alone. Since thinking is a
critical part of meaning construc-
tion, students will become better
thinkers if they are taught in
classrooms where meaning is
actively constructed through read-
ing and writing. Teachers can be
most effective in helping students
to become better readers, writers,
and thinkers when they weave
integrated reading and writing
activities into their literacy
instruction.

Ten Proven Principles for Teaching Reading 13
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The most valuable form of reading
assessment reflects our current under-

standing about the reading process and
simulates authentic reading tasks.

The optimist says assessment
will drive instruction in the
future and new and better
assessments are being devel-
oped to do the job. But the cau-
tious optimist says this
will only happen if edu-
cators at all lev-
els understand
the difference
between sound and
unsound assessment
and can integrate sound
assessments into the instruction
process in effective ways.

(Stiggins and Conklin 1992, p. 3)

In the past, reading assess-
ment focused on measuring
students' performance on a
hierarchy of isolated skills
that, when put together were

thought to comprise "reading."
Now it is known that the whole
act of reading is greater than the
sum of its parts (i.e., isolated
skills). Moreover, these parts are
interrelated within. a literacy con-
text and do not always develop in
a hierarchical way. The discrete
skills concept has been replaced
with a more constructive, interac-
tive view of literacy learning. This
view of reading has grown out of
the research on cognition over
the last 25 years, which has dra-
matically changed our under-
standing of learning. However, by
and large, practices in literacy
assessment have not kept pace
with what is known about literacy
learning, although they are begin-
ning to change.

The role of standardized tests in
the literacy program is likely to
remain important. Because state
and local school districts are likely
to continue using norm-refer-
enced, standardized tests to evalu-
ate literacy programs, state tests
and the National Assessment of
Educational Progress (NAEP) are
undergoing substantial changes.
The majority of these changes
involve creating authentic assess-
mentsappraisals that account
for critical aspects of reading and
that parallel everyday reading
tasks. Changes that are moving

assessment closer to simulating
authentic reading tasks include:
using unabridged text directly
from the original source for assess-
ing meaning construction; using
questions that require written
responses rather than only multi-
ple choice items; asking impor-
tant rather than trivial questions;
and setting contexts or giving
background for reading passages
and questions.

Literacy assessments in the class-
room that involve performance
tasks provide valuable informa-
tion for instructional decision
making. Many teachers are using
portfolio assessments that include
multiple measures taken over
time of an individual student's
reading and writing. Well-con-
structed portfolios contain sam-
ples of the student's work,
including representative pieces of
work in progress and exceptional
pieces, self-reflection about the
work, and evaluation criteria. For
example, pieces of students' writ-
ing in which they share their
thinking about their reading
text analyses from their own
point of viewmay be included
in portfolios. The use of perfor-
mance assessments as alternatives
or supplements to norm-refer-
enced tests is helping to transform
reading instruction and learning
in today's state-of-the-art class-
room.

14 Ten Proven Principles for Teaching Reading
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America Reads
www.ed.gov/inits/americareads/
Highlighting President Clinton's reading initiative,
this site offers strategies for meeting the national
goal of ensuring that every child can read well by
the end of third grade.

Center for the Improvement of Early Reading
Achievement (CIERA)
www.ciera.org/
Get CIERA publications online or visit Ideas@Work,
a space to share your ideas about early reading
acquisition.

ERIC Clearinghouse on Reading, English, and
Communication
www.indiana.edu/-eric_rec/
Bursting with reading resources for parents, stu-
dents, and educators, ERIC is the world's largest
educational database, so you can locate everything
from research to practical strategies.

International Reading Association (IRA)
www.reading.org/
Learn more about IRA, a professional association
devoted exclusively to reading instruction. You will
get information about publications, conferences,
and research.

National Council of. Teachers of English (NCTE)
www.ncte.org/
Exchange strategies with other educators at this
unusually interactive site. You can access informa-
tion about grants, professional development, and
standards.

National Reading Panel Report (2000)
www.nationalreadingpanel.org
Teaching children to read: An evidence based
assessment of the scientific research literature on
reading and its implications for reading instruction.
Washington, D.C.: National Institute of Child
Health and Human Development.

Reading Is Fundamental (RIF)
www.rif.org/
Get involved with one of the nation's best known
reading initiatives by visiting the RIP site. It
includes practical assistance to RIP volunteers.

Reading Online
www.readingonline.org/
Discover articles on current reading issues and relat-
ed discussions. You will also find research sum-
maries, international perspectives, and online
conversations.

Reading Matters
www.nea.org/readingmatters/
Visit NEA's reading Web site.

Center on English Learning and Achievement
http://cela.albany.edu
Research summaries and information on reading
and writing.
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